
Program



10 YEARS CELEBRATING DIVERSITY

The FITT (Tarragona International Theatre Festival) celebrates a decade enhancing
the singularities that have been accompanying it from its birth: the difference, the
diversity, the pluralism and the new voices. An edition that invites the public to free
themselves from the stereotypes and prejudices, and to listen to those voices that have
too often been silenced.
 
Creator women’s voices that talk through art about the things that concern them. Taboo
issues taking the stages for the first time. New languages that rediscover us theatre and
space. International companies that make us closer to other realities and sensibilities. 
 
From the 1st to the 4th of September, we will turn Tarragona into a theatrical
workroom, with the same festive nature as always, and banking on local talent and
formation.
 
The FITT reflects ten years of constant changes in our societies and it evidences that we
need to embrace and celebrate its diversities and complexities. 



In a corner of the social imaginary, lives the Lady
par excellence. The one with the secret best kept
of the Christmas broth. The one who cures a cold
with thyme soup. The one who takes away your
turn in the supermarket, is aware of the best
sales, takes care of you, cooks for you,
accompanies you…. The one who shuts up or has
been shut. The one who was built from an image
that seldom corresponds to reality: the bad witch,
the mother-in-law, the blabbermouth, the gossipy,
the widow, the stepmother… The Lady is the
shadow from which you know nothing… Now all
those “ladies” have decided to appropriate their
story and to line up. There are lots of them, they
are everywhere. They have left that corner and
have deployed their greatness. They are a
commando. They are beasts. They are witches.
And they are at war.

Cast and Creatives

Director: Alicia Reyero
Cast: Lola Armadàs, Gisela Arnao, Gemma
Charines, Ana Chinchilla, Rosa Devesa, Laia Falp,
Adriana Feito, Montse Folgado, Aura Foguet,
Joana Herance, Maribel Martín, Ilona Muñoz,
Alicia Reyero, Bàrbara Roig, Carla Ricart, Nuria
Salvadó, Elena Sandell, Cristina Serrat and Nina
Uyà.

Ritos de amor y guerra / SHOW TO CONTEST

Cia. Comando Señoras (Catalonia)

Review
“Attention with the Comando Señoras. They have built a piece out of reflections that have helped them to wash
away the dust in their aprons and decided that they are an anonymous foolproof army. They attack without
any piety those forms who allow patriarchal privileges. And they are right to do so. They do not perform an
esthetic play (even though they do indeed), but they use it to project their manifesto, based on black humor,
braveness, generosity and empowerment.”  Jordi Bordes. Recomana.cat

Day: Wednesday 1st September
Time: 5.30 p.m.
Venue: Teatre Metropol (Access from Rambla Nova)

Catalan and Spanish. 50 min.



A lorquian venue, based on the fact that when the
artistic legacy becomes a souvenir, the dramatic
literature becomes a game. “Recreativos Federico”
becomes a composition of seven recreative and
spending machines based on pieces by Federico
García Lorca and its context. “La grúa de Bernarda
Alba”, the “Bolas de sangre”, the “Yerma La nuit”,
the “Amor de Don Perlimplín con Belisa” for table
football, “Las Sin Sombrero” and “Cadaqués
Invaders” make up this venue in which the public
play freely

Cast and Creatives
Idea, developement, dramaturgy and
project direction: Alex Peña
Sound space: Pablo Peña/Darío del Moral
Music and voices: Alicia Acuña, The
Gardener/Stay P MSRT, Daniel Alonso, Rocío
Márquez, Fiera, Laura García-Lorca, Yunke Junk
Preachers
Audiovisual: Los voluble
Image developement: Pedro
Delgado/Estornudo Estudio
Engineering and building: Pablo Pujol
Building auxiliary: Sergio Bellido
Modeling: Dani Carrasco
Costume: Isabel Arias
Locutions: Antonia Zurera – Manuel Navarro
Distribution: Elena Carrascal IxD
Production: NoQuedanDemonios. 
In collaboration with the the Andalusian Agency
for Cultural Institutions of the Government of
Andalusia.
.

Recreativos federico / Installation ART

Alex Peña (Andalusia)

Days: Wednesday 1st September, Thursday 2nd September and Friday 3rd September
Time: From 8 p.m. to 9.15 p.m. 
Venue: Teatre Metropol Garden (Access from Armanyà Street, 11)

Spanish. No specific duration. 



It happened in the heart of Europe, two flight
hours away from Barcelona. Here we were
cherishing the Olympic euphoria. They lived it a
few years ago in Sarajevo. Suddenly, the television
offered images from the concentration camps in
Bosnia and Herzegovina mixed with the count of
Olympic medals in Barcelona. In Novembrer 2020
it will be 25 years since that war officially ended, in
which between 25.000 and 50.000 girls and
women were raped as a strategy for ethnic
cleansing. Most of the victims are Muslims, but
there are also others who are Croatian, Serbian
and gipsy. Their stories are identical, and most of
the survivors live in silence, ignored by the
institutions, and rejected by their own families.
This play gives voice to the memory and the
determination of such women and children and
the sons and daughters born from the rapings to
fight against oblivion, now that the focus and the
cameras have left Bosnia a long time ago.

Cast and Creatives
Dramaturgy: Anna Maria Ricart Codina
Investigation and documenting: Teresa
Turiera-Puigbò Bergadà 
Direction: Joan Arqué Solà
Cast: Ariadna Gil, Montse Esteve, Òscar Muñoz,
Magda Puig, Judit Farrés, Pep Pascual and Erol
Ileri
Movement and assistant director: Carla
Tovías
Music: Pep Pascual and Judit Farrés
Video: Erol Ileri Llordella and Tyler Franta
Scenography design: Xesca Salvà
Set construction: Jorba-Miró
Clothing design: Rosa Lugo
Lighting design: Sylvia Kuchinow
Technical manager: Xavier Xipell “Xipi”
Technicians on tour: Rafel Roca and Marc
Jódar
Production direction: Òscar Balcells
Production: Judit Codina Serra

Cia. Cultura i Conflicte (Catalonia)

Review
“Ricart and Arqué could have created a montage even more tremendous. But they decided to only include the
moments that allow us to breathe. To do so, they include the real life of the actors, so that they talk to us about
what were they doing at the time when, in the Balkans, atrocities were happening and, in Barcelona, we were
celebrating the Olympic games or the first Champions of Barça. It is daunting to see how close the tragedy was
and how far from it we were. As now, they remember us that the Mediterranean is full of dead immigrants.”
Andreu Gomila, El Temps de les Arts.

Day: Wednesday 1st September
Time: 9.30 p.m.
Venue: Teatre Tarragona

Catalan. 100 min.



“Real Heroes” is an itinerant and immersive piece
that talks about some of the last social episodes
that went down the Italian, Uruguayan and
Chilean contemporary history through the
audience’s physical, virtual, and immersive
experience using technologies such as 360 reality
audio and virtual reality.

Cast and Creatives

Dramaturgy and direction: Mauro Lamanna,
Felipe Ipar and Juan Pablo Aguillera.

Cia. Divina Mania (Italy)

Day: Thursday 2nd, Friday 3rd and Saturday 4th September
Time: 12 a.m. and 11 p.m. (Thursday and Friday) and 12 a.m. and 7.45 p.m. (Saturday)
Starting location: Sala Trono Armanyà

Spanish and English. 60 min.



On May the 21st of 2019, Ion Iraioz celebrated his
40 th anniversary with a party/performance
named “The last Tuesday before turning 40”. At
this party, his father read a story to him that was
written by his mother during the pregnancy, and
that was hidden for forty years. “Beautiful
stranger” is the celebration of a birthday to lay in a
bathtub, it is the title of a song, it is the reunion
with a lifelong friend and with an ex-girlfriend. In
“Beautiful Stranger” there is soliloquy with
everyone and dialogues with oneself. There is
vaudeville and cinematography, there is magic
and reality. There are impossible dreams and
unpredictable results.

Cast and Creatives

Text and idea: Ion Iraizoz
Direction and dramaturgy: Gloria March, Ion
Iraizoz and Juan Paños
Cast: Ion Iraizoz
Sound space: José Pablo Polo
Scenic space: Caja Negra Tam
Video creation: Ainara Pardal
External gaze: Iñigo Rodríguez-Claro
Production: La Caja Flotante
Distribution: Zeena Producciones
Poster: La dalia negra
Photos: Iker Lanz

Beautiful Stranger / SHOW TO CONTEST

Cia. La Caja Flotante (Navarra)

Review
“We are facing a proposal as interesting as funny, as antique as surprising, as necessary as philosophy and
dramatic arts, that is, it should be interesting for everyone in the world, even though we know too well it is not
always like this.” José-Miguel Vila, Diario Crítico

Day: Thursday 2nd September
Time: 6.30 p.m.
Venue: Teatre Metropol

Spanish. 80 min.



Mucha Muchacha gives voice to the artist women
from the Generation of the ‘27, known as “Las
Sinsombrero”. Among them, Maruja Mallo, Marga
Gil, María Teresa León, Concha Méndez or Rosa
Chacel. All of them collaborated in the cultural
upheaval and the social modernisation of the 20s
and the 30s in Spain, being silent by Francoism
after the Spanish Civil War. What started as a
theoretical-practical investigation, ended being
the starting point of Mucha Muchaca, focused on
the concepts of empowerment, determination,
voice, participation, freedom and cooperation.

Cast and Creatives

Artistic direction and creation: Mucha
Muchacha and Celso Giménez.
Choreography: Mucha Muchacha
Cast: Ana Botía, Marta Mármol, Belén Martí
Lluch, Chiara Mordeglia and Marina de Remedios
Dramaturgy: La Tristura i Mucha Muchacha
Lighting design: Cristina Bolívar i Alván Prado
Sound design: Adolfo García
Clothing design: Ana Gabarrón (Funny Swing)
Artistic consultancy: Violeta Gil 
Movement consultancy: Carmen Muñoz
Technical direction: Cistina Bolívar
Technical manager: Mathieu Dartus
Video projection: Iván Mozetich
Photography: Mario Zamora

mucha muchacha / SHOW TO CONTEST

Cia. Mucha Muchacha (Madrid)

Day: Thursday 2nd September
Time: 9.30 p.m.
Venue: Teatre Tarragona

Spanish. 70 min.



This work is about her journey as a woman in
love, loneliness, light, darkness, fullness,
emptiness... It is inspired by the healing that she
has suffered through to become the woman that
she is today and that she still unfolding into. On
this journey of the wounded self, she is
unpacking; remembering, forgiving, and releasing
reoccurring patterns and deceitful appearances
she embodied all her life. In her darkness, she
fights her demons, her own nature, trapped in her
web of self- destruction. 
In the painful search of her truest expression of
self, she breaks her way out of the web to emerge
a butterfly metamorphosed in the nakedness of
the moonlight. She dances the dance of self-love
and celebrates her healing; almost there, but not
yet…the journey continues.

Cast and Creatives

Direction and cast: Nikhita Winkler
Music producer: Ray Mupfumirra
Singer: Mel Mwevi
Voice over: Alhazar
Light design: Albert Rué
Photography: Albert Rué

This work is sponsored by the National Arts
Council of Namibia

Naked / showcase

Nikhita Winkler Dance Theatre (Namibia)

Day: Friday 3rd September
Time: 5 p.m.
Venue: Teatre Magatzem

English and catalan. 20 min.



I only have one breast and this is not a reason for
my body to not be beautiful”. When life breaks
you into two, the chance to pass through the
suffering and to rediscover the mystery of beauty
is deployed in front of you. A political beauty that
fights superficiality and challenges stereotypes. It
transforms me and it transforms you. A beauty
that is what it is, with its difference. A truth that
hugs and loves life. Your gaze counts, it is
important, it adds up. And as John Berger says: “I
am not naked as I am, but I am naked as you see
me”. “360 grams” is a project that was born from a
personal experience, intimate and fragile, and
that, for the first time, Ada Vilaró dares to share. 

Fitxa artística
Autorship: Ada Vilaró
Creation and direction: Maria Stoyanova, Vero
Cendoya and Ada Vilaró
Cast: Ada Vilaró
Scenic space and video: Paula Bosch
Sound space: Carlos Gòmez
Light design: Sylvia Kuchinow
Photography: Eva Freixa
Intern assistant: Elaine Grayling
Executive production: Imma Romero
Complicit gazes: Constanza Brncic, Montse
Castellà, Isamel de los Mozos, Larrys CCL, Anna
Subirana and Marta Vergonyós.
Coproduction: Festival TNT and Festival Escena
Poblenou

360 grams / Show to contest

Ada Vilaró (Catalonia)

Review
“Of what it could be a drama in which thresh the death of close people and illness, emerges the oranges of life,
full of fertility […]. Magic. Spiritual. Generous.” Jordi Bordes, El Punt Avui

Day: Friday 3rd September
Time: 6.30 p.m.
Venue: Auditori de la Diputació

Catalan. 60 min.

Gold Medal Escena Poblenou Barcelona (2015)
FAD Sebastià Gasch Awards (2014)



Patricia lives with her mother, her sister, her twin
sons and one of her sons’ partner. She carries the
house forward, has this weight on her shoulders.
But she will receive a call that will change her life
forever.

Cast and Creatives

Direction and dramaturgy: Nelson Valente
Direction assistant: Germán Lozano
Cast: Mayra Homar, Roser Batalla, Julia Dorto,
Lide Uranga, Guido Botto Fiora, Gonzalo Saenz
and Juan Pablo Kexel.
Producció executiva: Jimena Morrone
Costume: Inés Saavedra
Photography: Leopoldo Minotti
Graphic design: Sebastián Carzino and Gabriel
Beck
Music: Silvina Aspiazu and Ignacio Gómez
Bustamante

Cia. Sólo llamé para decirte que te amo
(Argentina)

Review
“The theatrical piece is touching. Its Costumbrismo blooms around it and ends leaving a mark on the public’s
bodies.” Jazmin Carbonell. La Nación

Day: Friday 3rd September
Time: 9.30 p.m.
Venue: Teatre Magatzem

Spanish. 70 min.



“Miss Cosas y yo” is a show in Catalan in which
different disciplines coexist such as theatre, dance
and clown. With a starting point of an
autobiographical event, the actress welcomes us
to immerse in the thoughts of a young creator
born in Barcelona who tries to produce what will
become her first solo performance. “Miss Cosas y
yo” is a journey to desires, the fears and obstacles
that an artist experiences during the creation
process. It is a brutal work of honesty, where the
actress turns her childhood wounds into the best
platform where we all feel invited to join her,
revisiting at the same time our own wounds.
Diana Pla is a creator actress whom the public will
accompany by genres such as stand-up comedy,
the classic clown and contemporary dance. A
show full of humor that talks about assuming our
failures kindly. 

Cast and Creatives

Artistic direction: Diana Pla Solina 
Scenic direction: Ferran Vilajosana
Cast: Diana Pla Solina
Dramaturgy: Diana Pla Solina and Ferran
Vilajosana
External view: Oriol Pla and Jaume Madaula
Project host and external view: Cia Mar
Gomez
Scenography, clothing and atrezzo: Duna
Homedes
Production: Cia Nemin
Light design: Núria Solina
Sound design: Neus Ballbé and Pau Matas
Photography: Adriana Olsina

NEMIN (Catalonia)

Day: Saturday 4th September
Time: 5 p.m.
Venue: Teatre Magatzem

Catalan. 20 min.

Review
Diana Pla Solina’s monologue, a great spectacle. A fulminant script and an authentic interpretation with
extraordinary ease. A heart-touching experience that makes smile and cry (even to those who are sensitive).
Jordi Bigues, cultural journalist.



7 women don’t weigh much in this world. So, we
have thought: what if we gather them? INO are
we, dressed in several layers of social
conventions, just like the whole world. Layers that
bother us and that do not allow us to be free to
move. We suddenly realize that social pressure
weighs more than carrying other’s people weight.
Then we grab our seams and get naked. We hold
each other: we carry us, we abide each other, and
we make portés. Simply because it is what we want
to do, together.

Cast and Creatives

Idea and creation: Ino Kollektiv
Cast and creators: Alba Ramió i Güell, Chloé
Lacire, Eva Luna Fraini, Lavinia Gilardoni, Noémie
Olphand, Raphaëlle Rancher, Rebecca Vereijken
Artistic accompaniment: Quim Giron, Alba
Sarraute, Catherine Dubois and Roser López
Espinosa
Circus consultancy: Fernando Jorge Melki 
Original music: Pol Jubany 
Lighting: Lydie del Rabal 
Production: Cie L 
Coproduction: Circada (Festival de Circo
contemporáneo de Sevilla) 
Video: Mateo Silvan 
Clothing: Christine Thomas épouse Curto
Graphic consultant: Filippo Moscatelli 

Ino Kollektiv (France)

Day: Saturday 4th September
Time: 6.30 p.m. 
Venue: Teatre Tarragona

Show accessible for people with hearing limitations
No text. 45 min.

Review
“For the last years, some companies formed only by women have burst. For example, Ino Kollektiv, a
contemporary show of acrobatic portés by seven feminine artists from different nationalities. Their job proves
the strength of such a collective and what women are capable of if they move forward together and do what
they want to do." Marcel Barrera. Reviewer and journalist 

Best Circus Show Zirkòlika Awards (2019)



6 friends with diverse cultures, physical and
psychological capacities decide to spend a
weekend together in nature. How will the
environment affect their capacities? Will they be
able to overcome or assume their own
incapacities? And the others’? Will they be able to
awaken their adaptation capacity, to read the
world according to other’s languages?
And the public? Will they be able to listen beyond
the noise, to understand beyond the words, to
imagine what does not reach the eyesight? Will
they be able to live together in a parterre with
diverse capacities and needs? 

Cast and Creatives

Creation: Pont Flotant (Àlex Cantó, Joan Collado,
Jesús Muñoz, Pau Pons)
Cast: Àlex Cantó, Carmen Golfe, Isabel Gómez,
Mónica Lamberti, Itziar Manero, Jesús Muñoz,
Alberto Romera, Leyre Subijana and Benito
Valverde. 
Illustrations: Raúl Aguirre 
Scenography design: Joan Collado  
Lighting design: Marc Gonzalo 
Graphic design: Joan Collado 
Scenography realisation: Yolanda García, Santi
Montón 
Sound design: Josep Ferrer 
Musical composition: Pedro Aznar  
Musical theme “Todo para Todos” loaned by
Enric Montefusco 
Equipment and stage manager on tour:
Yolanda García, María Torres 
Technicians on tour: Juan Serra, Javi Vega,
Josep Ferrer 

Cia. El Pont Flotant (Valencia)

Catalan and Spanish. 85 minReview
“The kind of theatre that you bring home, in your
conscience; as Clara said: a lump of gratitude in my
throat. It is floating theatre, love theatre, inexorably,
that still believes (and convinces you) that the world
can be remedied.” Clara Andrés i Vanessa M.
Montesinos, Afán de Plan

Day: Saturday 4th September
Time: 10 p.m.
Venue: Teatre Metropol

Best Theatre Show at the Premis de IVC
(2020)



The Civil War ended a few months ago. Tarragona,
like the rest of the country, is turning around, and
their citizens have to adapt to the new regime,
those who don't know what they are risking.
Marta and Carme have been friends since they
were little and before the war, they were lovers.
The grey air tumbling as plumb in the city will
make them make decisions that will change their
lives forever. A last letter, the vision of the
cathedral and the alleys where the vice of flesh
are paid, are the scenario of an impossible love
story. 
“My name is Carola” is a shoutout to survival and
love, to think that in turbulent times there are
situations and decisions difficult to understand.
This is a story to not judge because who has not
lived horror, hunger and death, cannot despise
who has done everything to survive.
 
This storywalker is an audiovisual piece the scenario
of which are the streets of Tarragona and in which
the public becomes the main character of the story.

Cast and Creatives

Dramaturgy and translation into Spanish:
Maria Roig Alsina
Translation to English: Marta Isern Cazalla
With the voices of: Anna Moliner, Carol Rovira
Melich and Bàrbara Roig Grifoll
Sound design and editing: Albert Rué
Image: Albert Rué
Production: FITT Noves Dramatúrgies

FITT New Dramaturgies (Catalonia)

Day: From 1st September
Time: Any time you want
Starting location: Arc d'en Toda Street

Available in Catalan, Spanish and English
30 minutes

 



Al fresco dinners between the FITT shows to
share impressions and enjoy the local gastronomy
in charge of the Confraria de Pescadors de
Tarragona.

Menus
Wednesday 1st: Sardinada
Thursday 2nd: Fideuà
Friday 3rd: Arrossejat
Saturday 4th: Coques de Recapte (In charge of
Forn A. Ribas and Carns Bertran).

Three characters that will sound familiar for us
and a giant chair will go on a walk (go get some

fresh air), causing different daily and surrealistic
situations at the same time that if they are taken

to the limit they become comic. The streets will
always be the neighbours’!,

 
With the Anna Confetti company

 
 

FITT Dinners / 8 p.m.

From Wednesday 1st to Saturday 4th
Garden of the Metropol Theater and
Pau Delclòs School's garden

 From 7.30 p.m. / Street arts

Saturday 4 at 8.30 p.m. / FITT award

After the closing function and with
  the count of votes cast, the FITT 2021 jury and

the audience will decide best company 
and best performer prizes, valued for 

4,000 €

Free Workshops / From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m

FITT is also formation. Once again, we offer free
introductory workshops in different areas of the
performing arts for our most curious audience at
the CaixaForum in Tarragona.









FITT SPACES

Teatre Metropol: 
Rambla Nova, 46
Teatre Tarragona: 
Rambla Nova, 11
Sala Trono Armanyà: 
Armanyà Street, 11
Teatre Magatzem:  
Reding Street, 14
CaixaForum Tarragona: 
Cristòfor Colom Street, 2
Auditori de la Diputació 
Pere Martell Street, 2
Jardí del Teatre Metropol: 
Access from Armanyà Street, 11
Escola Pau Delclòs: 
Access from Armanyà Street

FITT TEAM

Direction: Joan Negrié
Production manager and technical
production: Eloi Isern Cazalla
Comunication, ticket office and
production: Mariona García Güell
Production: Manel Torres Pascual and
Júlia Abelló López
International relations: Pau Ferran
Roig
Graphic design: Octavi Lobo 
Photography: Albert Rué Garcia
Volunteers: Tornavís Teatre

FITT OFFICE

Sala Trono Armanyà
Armanyà St, 11 - 43004 Tarragona
Tel.: 977 222 014 
Mail.: info@fitt.cat
www.fitt.cat




